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NEW YORK, UNITED STATES, April 12,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Fine jewelry

brand With Clarity invites luxury

jewelry adorers to explore its new

Haute Jewelry Collection. Known for its

inspired pieces, With Clarity's latest

collection embodies bold designs,

exquisite craftsmanship, and

statement-making attributes.

Their Haute Collection includes

necklaces, earrings, bracelets, and

rings that capture the spotlight. The

diverse range of accessories includes elements of boldness, flashes of color, and themes of

nature. Similarly, select pieces of the Haute Collection are versatile enough to transition from day

to night effortlessly. In contrast, others are best suited to upscale events or outings. Each

accessory is attention-grabbing and transcendent in its own right. Crafted to stand out in a

crowd, the Haute Collection goes beyond standard accessories, appealing to daring jewelry

wearers and true lovers of couture.  

With Clarity reimagined the boundaries of jewelry design in creating the high-quality pieces of

their Haute Collection. The dazzling north-south slanted pear diamond bracelet relies on

glittering diamonds intricately set in a mesmerizing pattern to draw attention. In total, the wrist

accessory boasts 24 carats of diamonds. Smaller but no less appealing are the emerald cut

huggie earrings, whose geometric design and large sparkling surface area make them ideal for a

pop of sparkle any time of day. The heart-shaped lariat necklace is yet another offering that

tempts jewelry enthusiasts to elevate their style regardless of the occasion. Its intricate design

includes round, emerald, and heart-shaped diamonds on a delicate chain that can effortlessly be

worn from the office to the opera.

If you enjoy the bold ring look,  discover more eye-catching pieces of the collection, such as the

diamond garden ring that resembles a flower in bloom with its pear-shaped and marquise-cut

diamonds. Detailed artisanship and excellent quality materials elevate the ring from an

accessory to a wearable piece of art. Aligned with the brand's mission to offer customers

premier choices of breathtaking engagement rings, the centerpieces of the Haute engagement

rings feature a colorful center stone. The oval pink diamond classic halo engagement ring

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.withclarity.com/pages/haute-collection-engagement-rings-and-jewelry
https://www.withclarity.com/collections/engagement-rings


dazzles with a 4 1 ⁄ 2 carat pink diamond surrounded by a halo of white diamonds atop a

diamond-laden band. It is a standout piece in the collection, promising an engagement ring

unlike traditional offerings. Individuals searching for a red-carpet worthy accessory are invited to

embrace boldness with the Haute Collection's yellow diamond halo-set ring. Inspired by celebrity

jewelry pieces, the 4 1 ⁄ 2 carat diamond in a rare yellow hue blazes from within the white

diamond halo, glittering from any angle.

Customization, a signature offering of With Clarity, extends to their Haute Collection. Pieces can

be tailored through the choice of metal, gemstones, and settings. Through personalization, these

accessories become unique representations of the wearer's personality and style. With

customization at the core, With Clarity, is pleased to offer engraving for Haute Collection

accessories to enhance sentimentality and uniqueness.

The Haute Collection was envisioned as a standout collection, set apart from classic diamond

jewelry with its boldness and trend-setting design. As such, the collection is limited. With Clarity's

skilled craftsman created a set number of these luxurious one-of-a-kind pieces created to

celebrate individuality. The collection's innovative rings, bracelets, necklaces, and earrings cater

to those who make bold fashion choices and express their creativity through jewelry. With

Clarity's new Haute Collection fearlessly invites jewelry enthusiasts to break free from the

ordinary and step into sophisticated yet creative statement jewelry pieces by visiting the website,

scheduling an appointment, or dropping into their SoHo New York location.

About With Clarity

With Clarity is a direct-to-consumer jewelry brand committed to luxury and high fashion appeal

at accessible prices. Embodying the essence of luxury in every piece, we combine innovative

design with traditional elegance. We offer a customer-centric, personalized approach to

elevating your everyday and commemorating life's most precious moments.

With Clarity is a direct-to-consumer jewelry experience that embodies luxury and high fashion

appeal at accessible prices. Capturing the essence of luxury in every piece, we combine

contemporary design with classic elegance. We offer a personalized and tailored experience for

each customer to Elevate Your Everyday and commemorate life’s most precious moments.
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